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OBJECTIVE

After reading this unit you will be able to know about




4.1

the ancient historiographical tradition of Greeks,
reliability of Herodotus’s work and his mode of explanation, and
philosophical outlook and influences of Thucydides.

INTRODUCTION

Ancient Greek historiography originated in the activities of a group of writers whom
the Greeks called logographoi (“logographers”). Logography was the prose
compilation of oral traditions relating to the origins of towns, peoples, and places. It
combined geographical with cultural information and might be seen as an early form
of cultural anthropology. Hecataeus of Miletus, the best known of the logographers,
defined his task in his Genealogia (c. 490 BCE) as follows: “I write what I consider
the truth, for the things the Greeks tell us are in my opinion full of contradictions
and worthy to be laughed out of court”. The logographers also served as advocates
and speech writers in the courts, and the need to ascertain facts and make arguments
clearly influenced their writings. In this unit you will learn about traditions of
historical writing in ancient Greece particularly of Herodotus and Thucydides

4.2

HERODOTUS

Herodotus (c. 484–c. 425 BCE) was an ancient Greek historian who was born in
Halicarnassus in the Persian Empire (modern-day Bodrum, Turkey). He is known for
having written the book The Histories, a detailed record of his "inquiry" on the
origins of the Greco-Persian Wars. He is widely considered to have been the first
writer to have treated historical subjects using a method of systematic
investigation—specifically, by collecting his materials and then critically arranging
them into a historiogrphic narrative. On account of this, he is often referred to as the
“father of history”- a title first conferred on him by the first-century BCE
Roman orator Cicero.
Despite Herodotus's historical significance, little is known about his personal life.
His Histories primarily deals with the lives of Croesus, Cyrus, Cambyses, Smerdis,
Darius, and Xerxes and the battles of Marathon, Thermopylae, Artemisium, Salamis,
Platatea, and Mycale. However, his many cultural, ethnographical, geographical,
historiographical, and other digressions form a defining and essential part of
the Histories and contain a wealth of information. Herodotus has been criticized for
the fact that his book includes many obvious legends and fanciful accounts. Many
authors, starting with the late fifth-century BCE historian Thucydides, have accused
him of making up stories for entertainment. However, Herodotus states that he is
merely reporting what he has seen and been told, on several occasions saying that he
does not himself believe the story that he reports. A sizable portion of the
information he provides has since been confirmed by historians and archaeologists.

4.2.1 Reliability of Herodotus’s Work
The accuracy of the works of Herodotus has been controversial since his own era.
Kenton L. Sparks writes, "In antiquity, Herodotus had acquired the reputation of
being unreliable, biased, parsimonious in his praise of heroes, and mendacious".
The historian Duris of Samos called Herodotus a "myth-monger". Cicero said that
his works were full of legends or "fables". The controversy was also commented on
by Aristotle, Flavius
Josephus and
Plutarch.
The Alexandrian grammarian
Harpocration wrote a whole book on "the lies of Herodotus". Lucian of Samosata
went as far as to deny the "father of history" a place among the famous on the Island
of the Blessed in his Verae Historiae.
The works of Thucydides were often given preference for their "truthfulness and
reliability" even if Thucydides basically continued on foundations laid by Herodotus,
as in his treatment of the Persian Wars.[48] In spite of these lines of criticism,
Herodotus' works were in general kept in high esteem and regarded as reliable by
many. Many scholars, ancient and modern, routinely cited Herodotus.
To this day, some scholars regard his works as being at least partly unreliable. Detlev
Fehling writes of "a problem recognized by everybody", namely that Herodotus

frequently cannot be taken at face value. Fehling argues that Herodotus exaggerated
the extent of his travels and invented his sources. For Fehling, the sources of many
stories, as reported by Herodotus, do not appear credible in themselves. Persian and
Egyptian informants tell stories that dovetail neatly into Greek myths and literature,
yet show no signs of knowing their own traditions. For Fehling, the only credible
explanation is that Herodotus invented these sources, and that the stories themselves
were concocted by Herodotus himself.
Like many ancient historians, Herodotus preferred an element of show to purely
analytic history, aiming to give pleasure with "exciting events, great dramas, bizarre
exotica". As such, certain passages have been the subject of controversy and even
some doubt, both in antiquity and today.
Despite the controversy, Herodotus has long served and still serves as the primary,
often only, source for events in the Greek world, Persian Empire, and the broader
region in the two centuries leading up to his own days. So even if the Histories were
criticized in some regards since antiquity, modern historians and philosophers
generally
take
a
more
positive
view
as
to
their
source
and epistemologic value. Herodotus is variously considered "father of comparative
anthropology", "the father of ethnography", and "more modern than any other
ancient historian in his approach to the ideal of total history".
Discoveries made since the end of the 19th century have generally added to
Herodotus' credibility. He described Gelonus, located in Scythia, as a city thousands
of times larger than Troy; this was widely disbelieved until it was rediscovered in
1975. The archaeological study of the now-submerged ancient Egyptian city
of Heracleion and the recovery of the so-called "Naucratis stela" give credibility to
Herodotus's previously unsupported claim that Heracleion was founded during the
Egyptian New Kingdom.
Herodotus claimed to have visited Babylon. The absence of any mention of
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon in his work has attracted further attacks on his
credibility. In response, Dalley has proposed that the Hanging Gardens may have
been in Nineveh rather than in Babylon.
The reliability of Herodotus's writing about Egypt is sometimes questioned. Alan B.
Lloyd argues that, as a historical document, the writings of Herodotus are seriously
defective, and that he was working from "inadequate sources". Nielsen writes:
"Though we cannot entirely rule out the possibility of Herodotus having been in
Egypt, it must be said that his narrative bears little witness to it". German historian
Detlev Fehling questions whether Herodotus ever travelled up the Nile River, and
considers doubtful almost everything that he says about Egypt and Ethiopia. Fehling
states that "there is not the slightest bit of history behind the whole story" about the
claim of Herodotus that Pharaoh Sesostris campaigned in Europe, and that he left a
colony in Colchia. Fehling concludes that the works of Herodotus are intended as

fiction. Boedeker concurs that much of the content of the works of Herodotus are
literary devices.
However, a recent discovery of a baris (described in The Histories) during an
excavation of the sunken Egyptian port city of Thonis-Heracleion lends credence to
Herodotus's travels and storytelling.
Herodotus' contribution to the history and ethnography of ancient Egypt and Africa
was especially valued by various historians of the field (such as Constantin François
de Chassebœuf, comte de Volney, W. E. B. Du Bois, Pierre Montet, Martin
Bernal, Basil Davidson, Derek A. Welsby, Henry T. Aubin). Many scholars
explicitly mention the reliability of Herodotus's work (such as on the Nile Valley)
and demonstrate corroboration of Herodotus' writings by modern scholars. A. H. L.
Heeren quoted Herodotus throughout his work and provided corroboration by
scholars regarding several passages (source of the Nile, location of Meroë, etc.).
Cheikh Anta Diop provides several examples (like the inundations of the Nile)
which, he argues, support his view that Herodotus was "quite scrupulous, objective,
scientific for his time". Diop argues that Herodotus "always distinguishes carefully
between what he has seen and what he has been told." Diop also notes that Strabo
corroborated Herodotus' ideas about the Black Egyptians, Ethiopians, and
Colchians. Martin Bernal has relied on Herodotus "to an extraordinary degree" in his
controversial book Black Athena.
British egyptologist Derek A. Welsby said that "archaeology graphically confirms
Herodotus's observations". To further his work on the Egyptians and Assyrians,
historian and fiction writer Henry T. Aubin used Herodotus' accounts in various
passages. For Aubin, Herodotus was "the author of the first important narrative
history of the world".
Scientific Reasoning
Herodotus provides much information about the nature of the world and the status of
science during his lifetime, often engaging in private speculation likewise. For
example, he reports that the annual flooding of the Nile was said to be the result of
melting snows far to the south, and he comments that he cannot understand how
there can be snow in Africa, the hottest part of the known world, offering an
elaborate explanation based on the way that desert winds affect the passage of the
Sun over this part of the world. He also passes on reports from Phoenician sailors
that, while circumnavigating Africa, they "saw the sun on the right side while sailing
westwards", although, being unaware of the existence of the southern hemisphere, he
says that he does not believe the claim. Owing to this brief mention, which is
included almost as an afterthought, it has been argued that Africa was
circumnavigated by ancient seafarers, for this is precisely where the sun ought to
have been. His accounts of India are among the oldest records of Indian civilization
by an outsider.

After journeys to India and Pakistan, French ethnologist Michel Peissel claimed to
have discovered an animal species that may illuminate one of the most bizarre
passages in the Histories. In Book 3, passages 102 to 105, Herodotus reports that a
species of fox-sized, furry "ants" lives in one of the far eastern, Indian provinces of
the Persian Empire. This region, he reports, is a sandy desert, and the sand there
contains a wealth of fine gold dust. These giant ants, according to Herodotus, would
often unearth the gold dust when digging their mounds and tunnels, and the people
living in this province would then collect the precious dust. Later Pliny the
Elder would mention this story in the gold mining section of his Naturalis Historia.
Peissel reports that, in an isolated region of northern Pakistan on the Deosai
Plateau in Gilgit–Baltistan province, there is a species of marmot – the Himalayan
marmot, a type of burrowing squirrel – that may have been what Herodotus called
giant ants. The ground of the Deosai Plateau is rich in gold dust, much like the
province that Herodotus describes. According to Peissel, he interviewed
the Minaro tribal people who live in the Deosai Plateau, and they have confirmed
that they have, for generations, been collecting the gold dust that the marmots bring
to the surface when they are digging their burrows.
Peissel offers the theory that Herodotus may have confused the Old Persian word for
"marmot" with the word for "mountain ant." Research suggests that Herodotus
probably did not know any Persian (or any other language except his native Greek)
and was forced to rely on many local translators when travelling in the vast
multilingual Persian Empire. Herodotus did not claim to have personally seen the
creatures which he described. Herodotus did, though, follow up in passage 105 of
Book 3 with the claim that the "ants" are said to chase and devour full-grown camels.
Use of Sources and Sense of Authority
It is clear from the beginning of Book 1 of the Histories that Herodotus utilizes (or at
least claims to utilize) various sources in his narrative. K. H. Waters relates that
"Herodotos did not work from a purely Hellenic standpoint; he was accused by the
patriotic but somewhat imperceptive Plutarch of being philobarbaros, a probarbarian or pro-foreigner".
Herodotus at times relates various accounts of the same story. For example, in Book
1 he mentions both the Phoenician and the Persian accounts of Io. However,
Herodotus at times arbitrates between varying accounts: "I am not going to say that
these events happened one way or the other. Rather, I will point out the man who I
know for a fact began the wrong-doing against the Greeks". Again, later, Herodotus
claims himself as an authority: "I know this is how it happened because I heard it
from the Delphians myself".
Throughout his work, Herodotus attempts to explain the actions of people. Speaking
about Solon the Athenian, Herodotus states "[Solon] sailed away on the pretext of
seeing the world, but it was really so that he could not be compelled to repeal any of

the laws he had laid down." Again, in the story about Croesus and his son's death,
when speaking of Adrastus (the man who accidentally killed Croesus' son),
Herodotus states: "Adrastus ... believing himself to be the most ill-fated man he had
ever known, cut his own throat over the grave".

4.2.2 Mode of Explanation
Herodotus writes with the purpose of explaining; that is, he discusses the reason for
or cause of an event. He lays this out in the preamble: "This is the publication of the
research of Herodotus of Halicarnassus, so that the actions of people shall not fade
with time, so that the great and admirable achievements of both Greeks and
barbarians shall not go unrenowned, and, among other things, to set forth the reasons
why they waged war on each other".
Both Homer and Herodotus begin with a question of causality. In Homer's case,
"who set these two at each other's throats?" In Herodotus's case, "Why did the
Greeks and barbarians go to war with each other?"
Herodotus's means of explanation does not necessarily posit a simple cause; rather,
his explanations cover a host of potential causes and emotions. It is notable,
however, that "the obligations of gratitude and revenge are the fundamental human
motives for Herodotus, just as ... they are the primary stimulus to the generation of
narrative itself".
Some readers of Herodotus believe that his habit of tying events back to personal
motives signifies an inability to see broader and more abstract reasons for action.
Gould argues to the contrary that this is likely because Herodotus attempts to provide
the rational reasons, as understood by his contemporaries, rather than providing more
abstract reasons.
Type of Causality
Herodotus attributes cause to both divine and human agents. These are not perceived
as mutually exclusive, but rather mutually interconnected. This is true of Greek
thinking in general, at least from Homer onward. Gould notes that invoking the
supernatural in order to explain an event does not answer the question "why did this
happen?" but rather "why did this happen to me?" By way of example, faulty
craftsmanship is the human cause for a house collapsing. However, divine will is the
reason that the house collapses at the particular moment when I am inside. It was the
will of the gods that the house collapsed while a particular individual was within it,
whereas it was the cause of man that the house had a weak structure and was prone
to falling.
Some authors, including Geoffrey de Ste-Croix and Mabel Lang, have argued that
Fate, or the belief that "this is how it had to be," is Herodotus's ultimate
understanding of causality. Herodotus's explanation that an event "was going to

happen" maps well on to Aristotelean and Homeric means of expression. The idea of
"it was going to happen" reveals a "tragic discovery" associated with fifth-century
drama. This tragic discovery can be seen in Homer's Iliad as well.

4.3

THUCYDIDES

Thucydides (c. 460 – c. 400 BCE) was an Athenian historian and general.
His History of the Peloponnesian War recounts the fifth-century BCE war between
Sparta and Athens until the year 411 BCE. Thucydides has been dubbed the father of
"scientific history" by those who accept his claims to have applied strict standards of
impartiality and evidence-gathering and analysis of cause and effect, without
reference to intervention by the deities, as outlined in his introduction to his work.
He also has been called the father of the school of political realism, which views the
political behaviour of individuals and the subsequent outcomes of relations between
states as ultimately mediated by, and constructed upon, the emotions of fear and selfinterest. His text is still studied at universities and military colleges
worldwide. The Melian dialogue is regarded as a seminal work of international
relations theory, while his version of Pericles' Funeral Oration is widely studied by
political theorists, historians, and students of the classics.
More generally, Thucydides developed an understanding of human nature to explain
behaviour in such crises as plagues, massacres, and civil war.

4.3.1 History of the Peloponnesian War
Thucydides believed that the Peloponnesian War represented an event of unmatched
importance. As such, he began to write the History at the onset of the war in 431. His
intention was to write an account which would serve as "a possession for all
time". The History breaks off near the end of the twenty-first year of the war and
does not elaborate on the final conflicts of the war. This facet of the work suggests
that Thucydides died whilst writing his history and more so, that his death was
unexpected.
After his death, Thucydides's History was subdivided into eight books: its modern
title is the History of the Peloponnesian War. His great contribution to history and
historiogrphy is contained in this one dense history of the 27 year war between
Athens and Sparta, each alongside their respective allies. This subdivision was most
likely made by librarians and archivists, themselves being historians and scholars,
most likely working in the Library of Alexandria.
The History of the Peloponnesian War continued to be modified well beyond the end
of the war in 404, as exemplified by a reference at Book I.1.13 to the conclusion of
the Peloponnesian War (404 BCE), seven years after the last events in the main text
of Thucydides' history.

Thucydides is generally regarded as one of the first true historians. Like his
predecessor Herodotus, known as "the father of history", Thucydides places a high
value on eyewitness testimony and writes about events in which he probably took
part. He also assiduously consulted written documents and interviewed participants
about the events that he recorded. Unlike Herodotus, whose stories often teach that a
hubris invites the wrath of the deities, Thucydides does not acknowledge divine
intervention in human affairs.
Thucydides exerted wide historiographical influence on subsequent Hellenistic and
Roman historians, although the exact description of his style in relation to many
successive historians remains unclear. Readers in antiquity often placed the
continuation of the stylistic legacy of the History in the writings of Thucydides'
putative intellectual successor Xenophon. Such readings often described Xenophon's
treatises as attempts to "finish" Thucydides's History. Many of these interpretations,
however, have garnered significant scepticism among modern scholars, such as
Dillery, who spurn the view of interpreting Xenophon qua Thucydides, arguing that
the latter's "modern" history (defined as constructed based on literary and historical
themes) is antithetical to the former's account in the Hellenica, which diverges from
the Hellenic historiographical tradition in its absence of a preface or introduction to
the text and the associated lack of an "overarching concept" unifying the history.[41]
A noteworthy difference between Thucydides's method of writing history and that of
modern historians is Thucydides's inclusion of lengthy formal speeches that, as he
states, were literary reconstructions rather than quotations of what was said—or,
perhaps, what he believed ought to have been said. Arguably, had he not done this,
the gist of what was said would not otherwise be known at all—whereas today there
is a plethora of documentation—written records, archives, and recording technology
for historians to consult. Therefore, Thucydides's method served to rescue his mostly
oral sources from oblivion. We do not know how these historical figures spoke.
Thucydides's recreation uses a heroic stylistic register.

4.3.2 Philosophical Outlook and Influences
Paul Shorey calls Thucydides "a cynic devoid of moral sensibility". In addition, he
notes that Thucydides conceived of human nature as strictly determined by one's
physical and social environments, alongside basic desires.
Thucydides' work indicates an influence from the teachings of the Sophists that
contributes substantially to the thinking and character of his History. Possible
evidence includes his skeptical ideas concerning justice and morality. There are also
elements within the History—such as his views on nature revolving around the
factual, empirical, and the non-anthropomorphic—which suggest that he was at least
aware of the views of philosophers such as Anaxagoras and Democritus. There is
also evidence of his knowledge concerning some of the corpus of Hippocratic
medical writings.

Thucydides was especially interested in the relationship between human intelligence
and judgment, Fortune and Necessity, and the idea that history is too irrational and
incalculable to predict.

4.3.3 Critical Interpretation
Scholars traditionally view Thucydides as recognizing and teaching the lesson that
democracies need leadership, but that leadership can be dangerous to
democracy. Leo Strauss (in The City and Man) locates the problem in the nature of
Athenian democracy itself, about which, he argued, Thucydides had a deeply
ambivalent view: on one hand, Thucydides's own "wisdom was made possible" by
the Periclean democracy, which had the effect of liberating individual daring,
enterprise, and questioning spirit; but this same liberation, by permitting the growth
of limitless political ambition, led to imperialism and, eventually, civic strife.
For Canadian historian Charles Norris Cochrane (1889–1945), Thucydides's
fastidious devotion to observable phenomena, focus on cause and effect, and strict
exclusion of other factors anticipates twentieth-century scientific positivism.
Cochrane, the son of a physician, speculated that Thucydides generally (and
especially in describing the plague in Athens) was influenced by the methods and
thinking of early medical writers such as Hippocrates of Kos.
After world War-II, classical scholar Jacqueline de Romilly pointed out that the
problem of Athenian imperialism was one of Thucydides's central preoccupations
and situated his history in the context of Greek thinking about international politics.
Since the appearance of her study, other scholars further examined Thucydides's
treatment of realpolitik.
More recently, scholars have questioned the perception of Thucydides as simply "the
father of realpolitik". Instead they have brought to the fore the literary qualities of
the History, which they see as belonging to the narrative tradition of Homer and
Hesiod and as concerned with the concepts of justice and suffering found in Plato
and Aristotle and problematized in Aeschylus and Sophocles. Richard Ned
Lebow terms Thucydides "the last of the tragedians", stating that "Thucydides drew
heavily on epic poetry and tragedy to construct his history, which not surprisingly is
also constructed as a narrative". In this view, the blind and immoderate behaviour of
the Athenians (and indeed of all the other actors)—although perhaps intrinsic to
human nature—ultimately leads to their downfall. Thus his History could serve as a
warning to future leaders to be more prudent, by putting them on notice that
someone would be scrutinizing their actions with a historian's objectivity rather than
a chronicler's flattery.
The historian J.B. Bury writes that the work of Thucydides "marks the longest and
most decisive step that has ever been taken by a single man towards making history
what it is today".

Historian H.D. Kitto feels that Thucydides wrote about the Peloponnesian War, not
because it was the most significant war in antiquity, but because it caused the most
suffering. Indeed, several passages of Thucydides's book are written "with an
intensity of feeling hardly exceeded by Sappho herself".
Check Your Progress
1.

Write a note reliability of Herodotus’s work.
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2.

Discuss about Thucydides’s book History of the Peloponnesian War.
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………………………………………………………………………………………....
………………………………………………………………………………………....

4.4

LET US SUM UP

Herodotus is neither a mere gatherer of data nor a simple teller of tales – he is both.
While Herodotus is certainly concerned with giving accurate accounts of events, this
does not preclude for him the insertion of powerful mythological elements into his
narrative, elements which will aid him in expressing the truth of matters under his
study. For Herodotus, then, it takes both myth and history to produce truthful
understanding.
Thucydides omits discussion of the arts, literature, or the social milieu in which the
events in his book take place and in which he grew up. He saw himself as recording
an event, not a period, and went to considerable lengths to exclude what he deemed
frivolous or extraneous.

4.5

KEY WORDS

Biased : a preconceived opinion about something or someone.
Mendacious : not telling the truth; lying.
Parsimonious : very unwilling to spend money or use resources.
Realpolitik : a system of politics or principles based on practical rather than moral
or ideological considerations.
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OBJECTIVE

After reading this unit you will be able to know about





5.1

Roman ancient historiographical tradition,
Polybious historical works and his mode of explanation,
Livy’s contribution to historical studies, and
Historical works of Tacitus and his methodology.

INTRODUCTION

The Romans inherited Greek historiography as they inherited other elements of
Greek culture, aware of its prestige and emulating it in some ways but inevitably
giving it the imprint of their quite different temperament. The Romans had great
models to base their works upon, such as Herodotus and Thucydides. The Roman
style of history was based on the way that the Annals of the Pontifex Maximus, or
the Annales Maximi, were recorded. The Annales Maximi include a wide array of
information, including religious documents, names of consuls, deaths of priests, and
various disasters throughout history. Also part of the Annales Maximi are the White
Tablets, or the "Tabulae Albatae", which consist of information on the origin of the
republic.

5.2

POLYBIUS

Polybius (c. 200 – c. 118 BCE) was a Greek historian of the Hellenistic
period noted for his work The Histories, which covered the period of 264–146 BCE
in detail. The work describes the rise of the Roman Republic to the status of
dominance in the ancient Mediterranean world. It includes his eyewitness account of
the Sack of Carthage and Corinth in 146 BCE, and the Roman annexation of
mainland Greece after the Achaean War. Polybius is important for his analysis of the
mixed constitution or the separation of powers in government, which was influential
on Montesquieu’s The Spirit of the Laws and the framers of the United States
Constitution. He was also noted for witnessing the events that he recorded. The
leading expert on Polybius was F.W. Walbank (1909–2008), who for 50 years
published studies related to him, including a long commentary of his Histories and a
biography.

5.2.1 The Histories
Polybius’ Histories cover the period from 264 BCE to 146 BCE. Its main focus is
the period from 220 BCE to 167 BCE, describing Rome's efforts in subduing its
arch-enemy, Carthage, and thereby becoming the dominant Mediterranean force.
Books I through V of The Histories are the introduction for the years during his
lifetime, describing the politics in leading Mediterranean states, including ancient
Greece and Egypt, and culminating in their ultimate interconnectedness. In Book VI,
Polybius describes the political, military, and moral institutions that allowed the
Romans to succeed. He describes the First and Second Punic Wars. Polybius
concludes the Romans are the pre-eminent power because they have customs and
institutions which promote a deep desire for noble acts, a love of virtue, piety
towards parents and elders, and a fear of the gods (deisidaimonia). He also
chronicled the conflicts between Hannibal and Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus
such as the Battle of Ticinus, the Battle of the Trebia, the Siege of Saguntum, the
Battle of Lilybaeum, and the Battle of Rhone Crossing. In Book XII, Polybius
discusses the worth of Timaeus’ account of the same period of history. He asserts
Timaeus' point of view is inaccurate, invalid, and biased in favour of Rome.
Therefore, Polybius's Histories is also useful in analyzing the different Hellenistic
versions of history and of use as a credible illustration of actual events during the
Hellenistic period. In the twelfth volume of his Histories, Polybius defines the
historian's job as the analysis of documentation, the review of relevant geographical
information, and political experience. Polybius held that historians should only
chronicle events whose participants the historian was able to interview, and was
among the first to champion the notion of factual integrity in historical writing. In
Polybius' time, the profession of a historian required political experience (which
aided in differentiating between fact and fiction) and familiarity with the geography
surrounding one's subject matter to supply an accurate version of events.

Polybius himself exemplified these principles as he was well travelled and possessed
political and military experience. He did not neglect written sources that provided
essential material for his histories of the period from 264 BCE to 220 BCE. When
addressing events after 220 BC, he examined the writings of Greek and Roman
historians to acquire credible sources of information, but rarely did he name those
sources.

5.2.2 Polybius as a Historian
Polybius wrote several works, the majority of which are lost. His earliest work was a
biography of the Greek statesman Philopomen. This work was later used as a source
by Plutarch when composing his Parallel Lives, however the original Polybian text is
lost. In addition, Polybius wrote an extensive treatise entitled Tactics, which may
have detailed Roman and Greek military tactics. Small parts of this work may
survive in his major Histories, but the work itself is lost, as well. Another missing
work was a historical monograph on the events of the Numantine War. The largest
Polybian work was, of course, his Histories, of which only the first five books
survive entirely intact, along with a large portion of the sixth book and fragments of
the rest. Along with Cato the Elder (234–149 BCE), he can be considered one of the
founding fathers of Roman historiography.
Livy made reference to and uses Polybius' Histories as source material in his own
narrative. Polybius was among the first historians to attempt to present history as a
sequence of causes and effects, based upon a careful examination and criticism of
tradition. He narrated his history based upon first-hand knowledge. The
Histories capture the varied elements of the story of human behaviour:
nationalism, xenophobia, duplicitous politics, war, brutality, loyalty, valour,
intelligence, reason, and resourcefulness.
Aside from the narrative of the historical events, Polybius also included three books
of digressions. Book 34 was entirely devoted to questions of geography and included
some trenchant criticisms of Eratosthenes, whom he accused of passing on popular
preconceptions or laodogmatika. Book 12 was a disquisition on the writing of
history,
citing
extensive
passages
of
lost
historians,
such
as Callisthenes and Theopompus. Most influential was Book 6, which describes
Roman political, military, and moral institutions, which he considered key to Rome's
success; it presented Rome as having a mixed constitution in which monarchical,
aristocratic, and popular elements existed in stable equilibrium. This enabled Rome
to escape, for the time being, the cycle of eternal revolutions (anacyclosis). While
Polybius was not the first to advance this view, his account provides the most cogent
illustration of the ideal for later political theorists.
A key theme of The Histories is the good statesman as virtuous and composed. The
character of the Polybian statesman is exemplified in that of Philip II. His beliefs
about Philip's character led Polybius to reject historian Theopompus' description of
Philip's private, drunken debauchery. For Polybius, it was inconceivable that such an

able and effective statesman could have had an immoral and unrestrained private life
as described by Theopompus. In recounting the Roman Republic, Polybius stated
that "the Senate stands in awe of the multitude, and cannot neglect the feelings of the
people". Other important themes running through The Histories are the role of
Fortune in the affairs of nations, his insistence that history should be demonstratory,
or apodeiktike, providing lessons for statesmen, and that historians should be "men
of action" (pragmatikoi).
Polybius is considered by some to be the successor of Thucydides in terms
of objectivity and critical reasoning, and the forefather of scholarly, painstaking
historical research in the modern scientific sense. According to this view, his work
sets forth the course of history's occurrences with clearness, penetration, sound
judgment, and, among the circumstances affecting the outcomes, he lays special
emphasis on geographical conditions. Modern historians are especially impressed
with the manner in which Polybius used his sources, particularly documentary
evidence as well as his citation and quotation of sources. Furthermore, there is some
admiration of Polybius's meditation on the nature of historiography in Book 12. His
work belongs, therefore, amongst the greatest productions of ancient historical
writing. The writer of the Oxford Companion to Classical Literature (1937) praises
him for his "earnest devotion to truth" and his systematic pursuit of causation. It has
long been acknowledged that Polybius's writings are prone to a
certain hagiographic tone when writing of his friends, such as Scipio, and subject to
a vindictive tone when detailing the exploits of his enemies, such as Callicrates, the
Achaean statesman responsible for his Roman exile.
As a hostage in Rome, then as client to the Scipios, and after 146 BCE, a
collaborator with Roman rule, Polybius was probably in no position to freely express
any negative opinions of Rome. Peter Green advises that Polybius was chronicling
Roman history for a Greek audience, to justify what he believed to be the
inevitability of Roman rule. Nonetheless, Green considers Polybius's Histories the
best source for the era they cover. For Ronald Mellor, Polybius was a loyal partisan
of Scipio, intent on vilifying his patron's opponents. Adrian Goldsworthy, while
using Polybius as a source for Scipio's generalship, notes Polybius' underlying and
overt bias in Scipio's favour. H. Ormerod considers that Polybius cannot be regarded
as an 'altogether unprejudiced witness' in relation to his betes noires; the Aetolians,
the Carthaginians, and the Cretans. Other historians perceive considerable negative
bias in Polybius' account of Crete, on the other hand, Hansen notes that the same
work, along with passages from Strabo and Scylax, proved a reliable guide in the
eventual rediscovery of the lost city of Kydonia.

5.3

LIVY

Titus Livius, commonly known as Livy, was a Roman historian best known for his
work entitled Ab Urbe Condita, which is a history of Rome "from the founding of
the city". He was born in Patavium, which is modern day Padua, in 59 BCE and he

died there in 17 CE. Others referred to his writing as having "patavinitas". Little is
known about his life, but based on an epitaph found in Padua, he had a wife and two
sons. We also know that he was on good terms with Augustus and he also
encouraged Claudius to write history.
Ab Urbe Condita covered Roman history from its founding, commonly accepted as
753 BCE, to 9 BCE. It consisted of 142 books, though only books 1–10 and 21–45
survive in whole, although summaries of the other books and a few other fragments
exist. The books were referred to as "decades" because Livy organized his material
into groups of ten books. The decades were further split in pentads:











Books 1–5 cover from the founding to 390 BCE.
Books 6–10 cover 390–293 BCE.
Though we do not have books 11–20, evidence suggests that books 11–15
discussed Pyrrhus and books 16–20 dealt with the First Punic War.
Books 21–30 cover the Second Punic War:
 21–25 deal with Hannibal.
 26–30 deal with Scipio Africanus.
The wars against Philip V in Greece are discussed in books 31–35.
The wars against Antiochus III in the east in books 36–40.
The Third Macedonian War is dealt with in books 40–45.
Books 45–121 are missing.
Books 121–142 deal with the events from 42 through 9 BCE.

The purpose of writing Ab Urbe Condita was twofold: the first was to memorialize
history and the second was to challenge his generation to rise to that same level. He
was preoccupied with morality, using history as a moral essay. He connects a
nation's success with its high level of morality, and conversely a nation's failure with
its moral decline. Livy believed that there had been a moral decline in Rome, and he
lacked the confidence that Augustus could reverse it. Though he shared Augustus'
ideals, he was not a "spokesman for the regime". He believed that Augustus was
necessary, but only as a short term measure. According to Quintillian, Livy wrote
lactea ubertas, or "with milky richness". He used language to embellish his material,
including the use of both poetical and archaic words. He included many
anachronisms in his work, such as tribunes having power that they did not have until
much later. Livy also used rhetorical elaborations, such as attributing speeches to
characters whose speeches could not possibly be known. Though he was not thought
of as a first-rate research historian, being overly dependent on his sources, his work
was so extensive that other histories were abandoned for Livy. It is unfortunate that
these other histories were abandoned, especially since much of Livy's work is now
gone, leaving holes in our knowledge of Roman history.

5.4

TACITUS

Publius (or Gaius) Cornelius Tacitus (c. 56 – c. 120 CE) was a Roman historian and
politician. Tacitus is considered by modern scholars to be one of the greatest Roman
historians. He lived in what has been called the Silver Age of Latin literature, and
has a reputation for the brevity and compactness of his Latin prose, as well as for his
penetrating insights into the psychology of power politics. The surviving portions of
his two major works—the Annals and the Histories—examine the reigns of
the emperors Tiberius, Claudius, Nero, and those who reigned in the Year of the
Four Emperors (69 CE). These two works span the history of the Roman Empire
from the death of Augustus, in 14 CE, to 70 CE in the First Jewish–Roman War of
66–73. There are substantial lacunae in the surviving texts, including a gap in
the Annals that
is
four
books
long.
Tacitus'
other
writings
discuss oratory, Germania (in De origine et situ Germanorum), and the life of his
father-in-law, Agricola, the general responsible for much of the Roman
conquest of Britain, mainly focusing on his campaign in Britannia (De vita et
moribus Iulii Agricolae).

5.4.1 His Works
Five works ascribed to Tacitus have survived (albeit with lacunae), the most
substantial of which are the Annals and the Histories. This canon (with approximate
dates) consists of:


(98 CE) De vita Iulii Agricolae (The Life of Agricola)



(98 CE) De origine et situ Germanorum (Germania)



(102 CE) Dialogus de oratoribus (Dialogue on Oratory)



(105 CE) Historiae (Histories)



(117 CE) Ab excessu divi Augusti (Annals)

History of the Roman Empire from the Death of Augustus
The Annals and the Histories, published separately, were meant to form a single
edition of thirty books. Although Tacitus wrote the Histories before the Annals, the
events in the Annals precede the Histories; together they form a continuous narrative
from the death of Augustus (14 CE) to the death of Domitian (96 CE). Though most
has been lost, what remains is an invaluable record of the era. The first half of
the Annals survived in a single manuscript from Corvey Abbey in Germany, and the
second half in a single manuscript from Monte Cassino in Italy, and so it is
remarkable that they survived at all.
The Histories : In an early chapter of the Agricola, Tacitus asserts that he wishes to
speak about the years of Domitian, Nerva and Trajan. In the Histories the scope has

changed; Tacitus says that he will deal with the age of Nerva and Trajan at a later
time. Instead, he will cover the period from the civil wars of the Year of Four
Emperors and end with the despotism of the Flavians. Only the first four books and
twenty-six chapters of the fifth book survive, covering the year 69 and the first part
of 70. The work is believed to have continued up to the death of Domitian on
September 18, 96. The fifth book contains—as a prelude to the account of Titus's
suppression of the First Jewish–Roman War—a short ethnographic survey of the
ancient Jews, and it is an invaluable record of Roman attitudes towards them.
The Annals : The Annals, Tacitus' final work, covers the period from the death
of Augustus Caesar in 14 CE. He wrote at least sixteen books, but books 7–10 and
parts of books 5, 6, 11 and 16 are missing. Book 6 ends with the death
of Tiberius and books 7 to 12 presumably covered the reigns
of Caligula and Claudius. The remaining books cover the reign of Nero, perhaps
until his death in June 68 or until the end of that year to connect with the Histories.
The second half of book 16 is missing, ending with the events of 66. It is not known
whether Tacitus completed the work; he died before he could complete his planned
histories of Nerva and Trajan and no record survives of the work on Augustus Caesar
and the beginnings of the Roman Empire, with which he had planned to finish his
work. The Annals is one of the earliest secular historical records to mention Christ,
which Tacitus does in connection with Nero's persecution of the Christians.
Monographs
Tacitus wrote three works with a more limited scope. Agricola, a biography of his
father-in-law Gnaeus Julius Agricola; the Germania, a monograph on the lands and
tribes of barbarian Germania; and the Dialogus, a dialogue on the art of rhetoric.
Germania : The Germania (Latin title: De Origine et situ Germanorum) is an
ethnographic work on the Germanic tribes outside the Roman Empire.
The Germania fits within a classical ethnographic tradition which includes authors
such as Herodotus and Julius Caesar. The book begins (chapters 1–27) with a
description of the lands, laws, and customs of the various tribes. Later chapters focus
on descriptions of particular tribes, beginning with those who lived closest to the
Roman empire, and ending with a description of those who lived on the shores of
the Baltic Sea, such as the Fenni. Tacitus had written a similar, albeit shorter, piece
in his Agricola (chapters 10–13).
The Life of Agricola : The Agricola recounts the life of Gnaeus Julius Agricola, an
eminent Roman general and Tacitus' father-in-law; it also covers, briefly, the
geography and ethnography of ancient Britain. As in the Germania, Tacitus
favorably contrasts the liberty of the native Britons with the tyranny and corruption
of the Empire; the book also contains eloquent polemics against the greed of Rome,
one of which, that Tacitus claims is from a speech by Calgacus, ends by asserting
that Auferre trucidare rapere falsis nominibus imperium, atque ubi solitudinem

faciunt, pacem appellant. (To ravage, to slaughter, to usurp under false titles, they
call empire; and where they make a desert, they call it peace. —Oxford Revised
Translation).
Dialogue on Oratory : There is uncertainty about when Tacitus wrote Dialogus de
oratoribus. Many characteristics set it apart from the other works of Tacitus, so that
its authenticity has at various times been questioned. It is likely to be early work,
indebted to the author's rhetorical training, since its style imitates that of the
foremost Roman orator Cicero. It lacks (for example) the incongruities that are
typical of his mature historical works. The Dialogus is dedicated to Fabius Iustus, a
consul in 102 CE.

5.4.2 Use of Sources
Tacitus makes use of the official sources of the Roman state: the acta senatus (the
minutes of the sessions of the Senate) and the acta diurna populi Romani (a
collection of the acts of the government and news of the court and capital). He also
read collections of emperors' speeches, such as those of Tiberius and Claudius. He is
generally seen as a scrupulous historian who paid careful attention to his sources.
The minor inaccuracies in the Annals may be due to Tacitus dying before he had
finished his work. Tacitus cites some of his sources directly, among them Cluvius
Rufus, Fabius Rusticus and Pliny the Elder, who had written Bella Germaniae and a
historical work which was the continuation of that of Aufidius Bassus. Tacitus also
uses collections of letters (epistolarium). He also took information from exitus
illustrium virorum. These were a collection of books by those who were antithetical
to the emperors. They tell of sacrifices by martyrs to freedom, especially the men
who committed suicide. While he places no value on the Stoic theory of suicide and
views suicides as ostentatious and politically useless, Tacitus often gives prominence
to speeches made by those about to commit suicide, for example Cremutius Cordus'
speech in Ann. IV, 34–35.
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5.5

LET US SUM UP

Polybius was considered a poor stylist by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, writing of
Polybius' history that "no one has the endurance to reach its end". Nevertheless,
clearly he was widely read by Romans and Greeks alike. He is quoted extensively
by Strabo writing in the 1st century BCE and Athenaeus in the 3rd century CE. His
emphasis on explaining causes of events, rather than just recounting events,
influenced the historian. Livy's only surviving work is commonly known as "History
of Rome" (or Ab Urbe Condita, ''From the Founding of the City''), which was his
career from his mid-life, probably 32, until he left Rome for Padua in old age, in the
reign of Tiberius after the death of Augustus. When he began this work he was
already past his youth, presumably, events in his life prior to that time had led to his
intense activity as a historian. Seneca the Younger gives brief mention that he was
also known as an orator and philosopher and had written some treatises in those
fields from a historical point of view. Tacitus's writings are known for their dense
prose that seldom glosses the facts, in contrast to the style of some of his
contemporaries. In most of his writings he keeps to a chronological narrative order,
only seldom outlining the bigger picture, leaving the readers to construct that picture
for themselves. Nonetheless, where he does use broad strokes, for example, in the
opening paragraphs of the Annals, he uses a few condensed phrases which take the
reader to the heart of the story.

5.6

KEY WORDS

Annals : a record of events year by year.
Oratory : skill or eloquence in public speaking
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Check Your Progress
1. See Section 5.2
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OBJECTIVES

After reading this unit you will be able to know about



6.1

life and work of St. Augustine and Ibn Khaldun, and
their influence on different historical works.

INTRODUCTION

In the declining years of the Roman civilisation St. Augustine (354-430) became a
major political theorist. His fame rests on his work The City of God (413-15), which
effectively answered the attacks on the Christian faith, blaming the fall of Rome to
the Christian indifference to the continued survival of the Roman Empire. Augustine
imbibed, reinterpreted and transformed the entire Graeco-Roman philosophical
tradition of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero and Plotinus incorporating Hebrew thought and
strengthening Christian theology and metaphysics. He left behind a profound body
of knowledge and religious faith as a rich legacy to European civilisation. In political
thought he represented a turning point. The masters of the Greek political theory,
Plato and Aristotle had conceived the state as man's natural destiny, as the realisation
of all his intellectual and moral potentialities. Augustine introduced the Christian

idea of the dual nature of than consisting of both a body and soul, and insisted that
both these elements must be given due importance in any political organisation,
There is a divine life above and beyond the earthy or material life of man and the
church is the institution which performs the function of looking after this aspect of
life. Thus the theory of dual allegiance and conflict between the terrestrial and the
spiritual authorities become a serious matter for the consideration of political theory
after St. Augustine.
Khaldūn lived with the Bedouins of North Africa and in the sophisticated Muslim
cities of Granada and Cairo. These experiences were the source of one of his main
ideas: that humans first lived in Bedouin tribes and then achieved civilization, but
civilization became decadent with increasing wealth and luxury. No dynasty or
civilization, he believed, could maintain vitality for more than four generations
(though the only example he gives is the decline of the Israelites after Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph). Khaldūn contrasted his writing with “surface history,”
which was “no more than information about political events” and was used to
“entertain large, crowded gatherings.” Historians of his day, he thought, were too
credulous in accepting tradition. As for their frequent moralizing about the
misconduct of certain caliphs, Khaldūn asserted that people like to justify their own
misconduct by looking in histories for examples of the great who have done the same
things. To reach the “inner meaning” of history, the historian had to be “speculative”
and give “subtle explanations” of causes. To accomplish this, history had to be
rooted in philosophy—or, as Khaldūn said of his own work, it had to be a new and
original science.

6.2

ST. AUGUSTINE

6.2.1 Life and Work
Augustiiie (Aurelius Augstinus) was born in 354 CE at Thagaste, now Algeria. He
finished his higher education at Carthage, the capital of Roman Africa. His mother
professed Christianity but the boy did not find solace in the Christian doctrine and
gave his adhesion to a gnostic cult called Manichaeanism. But within a few years he
broke with .it and became a convert to Christianity under the inspiration of St.
Ambrose, the Bishop of Milan, Returning to North Africa from Italy after his
controversial he devoted his life to teaching and writing. He became the Bishop of
Hippo and lived a monastic life. He died in 430 CE.
Augstine's most famous writings are Civitas Dei and the Confessions. The Civitas
Dei was written to refute the charge that Christianity was responsible for the fall of
Rome in 410 CE at the hands of Visigoths under Alaric. The Confessions recount
Augustine's early life of pleasure and indulgence and depicts his spiritual pilgrimage
with great philosophic depth and emotional intensity.

6.2.2 Civitas Dei Versus Civites Terrena
Augustine's answer to the critics of Christianity was in the form of enunciation of an
evangelical eschatology presenting history as a constant struggle between the good
and evil culminating in the ultimate victory of the good. Man's nature is twofold-he
is spirit and body. By virtue of this dual nature lie is a citizen of two cities, the
Divine City representing heavenly peace and spiritual salvation and the earthly city
centred on appetite and inclinations directed towards mundane objects and material
happiness. "Two loves have created two cities: love of self, to the contempt of God
the earthly city; love of God, to the contempt of self, the heavenly." The Divine City,
the Kingdom of God on earth, which was first embodied in the Hebrew nation is
symbolised by tile Church and the Christianised Empire. The earthly city is the
Kingdom of Satan exemplified in pagan empires. The pagan empires are ephemeral
based as they are on the transient and mutable aspects of human nature. Only the
Christian state can withstand the vicissitudes of history and lead man to blessedness
and eternal peace.
It must be remembered, however, that Augustine does not posit a complete
separation between the two cities in actual historical experience. These are
theoretical constructs, ideal types devised to explain the nature of regimes which are
always intermingled in history. No visible church is completely free from evil and no
state is absolutely satanic. "The only basis and bond of true city", says Augustine in
one of his letters, "is that of faith and strong concord, when the object of love is
universal good, which is, in the highest and truest character, God himself, and men
love one another, with full sincerity, in Him, and the ground of their love for one
another is the love of Him from whose eyes they cannot conceal the Spirit of their
love". "And these two cities, and these two loves, shall live together, side by side,
and even intermix, until the last winnowing and the final separation shall come upon
the earth on the Day of Judgement".

6.2.3 Justice and the State
An important question closely related to the distinction between the two cities is the
relationship between justice and commonwealth, or res publica. Augustine refers to
Cicero's view that the object of the state is the realisation of justice and himself says
that people without law and justice are nothing but band of robbers. But he also
contends that only a Christian state can be just, for one cannot give to man his due
without giving to God what is due to Him. Love of man cannot be real without love
of God. Augstine's comment on Cicero on this point has led some noted scholars like
A.J. Carlyle and J,N. Figgis to conclude that according to Augustine justice is not an
essential feature of the state.
"It would appear that the political theory of St. Augustine is materially different in
several aspects from that of St, Ambrose and other Fathers, who represent the
ancient tradition that justice is the essential quality, as it is also the end, of the slate".

The argument is that since according to Augustine only a Christian State can be
really just, a complete identification of state and justice would disqualify all preChristian states to be called states in any sense.
But this is certainly not a correct interpretation of St. Augustine's views. Mellwain
and Sabiae have rightly taken exception to the interpretation of Augustine's point,
quite in consonance with his unwillingness to identify the earthly stale with the
kingdom of Satan. Though only a Christian state call be just in the absolute sense of
the term, one cannot but attribute a kind of relative justice to the non-Christian, or
pre-Christian, states which look after the worldly need of man and provide means
and opportunities for the cultivation of spiritual life. The distinction between
absolute justice and relative justice enables us to evaluate the states according to the
proportion in which they embody these two aspects, always remembering: "Not from
man but from above man, proceedeth that which maketh a man live happily". What
Augustine's criticism of Cicero amounts to is: "though a people may be a people
without confessing the true God, no people can be a good people without that
confession".

6.2.4 State, Property, War and Slavery
As we have already pointed out, Augustine does not regard the state as natural,
though according to him man has an innate disposition for social life. State as a
repressive institution, as an instrument of coercion for enforcing order and peace is
the product of sin and it was not found in the primal state of innocence before the
'Fall' of man. This disparaging view of the state by no means implies that we have no
moral duty of political obedience. Though the state is the result of sin, it is also a
divine remedy for sin. Even the Christian subjects of a pagan king are under bounden
duty to obey their ruler.
St. Augustine had no doubt that powers that be are ordained of God and even a
wicked and sinful ruler has a right to full obedience. Anyone who resists "duly
constituted authority" resists "the ordinance of God." So long as the rulers do not
force their subjects into impiety and a conduct which violates spiritual injunctions
and the will of God, they should be obeyed without reservation.
Though on the whole St. Augustine, like all Christian thinkers of his time, believed
in the doctrine of the Two Swords and the independence of the church and the state
in their respective spheres, he was firmly of the view that heresy was a deadly sin
and the state has a right to suppress it. The position of St. Augustine on religious
toleration and freedom of conscience was not without contradiction. The argument
offered by him proved a weapon in 'hands of Inquisitionists later on.
About property and slavery, Augustine's view marked a clear departure from
Aristotle's. Both property and slavery, according to the saint, are contrary to original
human nature. But they become necessary in the actual condition of the fallen man.

In the natural condition property is held in common. After the 'Fall', in view of man's
avarice and instinct of self-possession it becomes almost impossible for common
ownership to work satisfactorily. Thus state control and organisation become
necessary. In the words of A.J. Carlyle: "Private property is therefore practically the
creation of the state, and is defined, limited and changed by the State." But while the
legal right to private property is recognised by the Fathers, "as a suitable and
necessary concession to human infirmity . . . the institution cannot override the
natural right of a man to obtain what lie needs from the abundance of that: which the
earth brings forth".
Augustine's views on Nar and slavery are also explicated in the context of the sinful
condition of man after Adam's Fall. In the ideal conditions of idyllic innocence and
eternal peace, war would be unthinkable, but in the present state of strife and
insecurity war becomes a necessity, Even from tile moral and religious point of
view, the state must wage war to protect the Empire and to destroy the heretics. St.
Augustine, as against the early Christians, approves of military service for the
Christians. He lays the foundation for the theory of "just war" which was developed
by medieval thinkers. Like war, enslavement of man by man is also not strictly in
accordance with Eternal law. But it is also justified by what Troeltsch calls the
Augustinian doctrine of "relative natural law". It is both a punishment and a
corrective for the sinful act of men. St. Augustine's views on slavery are opposed to
Aristotle's; they are more akin to Stoicism modified in the light of Christian
theology, that is, the notion of the Fall of man.

6.2.5 Augustine's Influence
Augustine contended that a person's true end was beyond history. Human history
could be understood as consisting of good and bad events the ultimate meaning of
which was unfathomable to human beings but graphed by God. Beyond the outward
flux was the hidden historical drama of sin and redemption which only time could
resolve in due course. No earthly state as a result could eternally guarantee security
from internal and external attack. The classical political traditions of Greece and
Rome were wrong and egotistical in contending that human fulfillment came with
citizenship in a rational and just state. This could not be attained.
Augustine believed that God ordained government even though human history
narrated a list of destructive wars. The classical tradition's belief in the rationality of
human beings and in his capacity for rational and just government was naive.
Because of Adam's sin, the human being was forever a victim of irrational self-love
and of lack of self-knowledge and self-control. Government was instituted with
divine authorisation for preservation of relative world peace and not as a means of
human fulfillment. Governments could exist without justice but that would mean that
they were large-scale bands of thieves seeking peace through arbitrary domination
and force. A good Christian State ought to be just.

Augustine did not advocate the establishment of a theocracy in the world. Instead he
described, the sanctified role of the priests playing a crucial role in good government
to remedy the corrupt nature of human beings, a corruption belying any hope for
rational self-improvement. Augustine argued that the whole human race after Adam's
sin could not escape its consequences and were incapable of any act of pure good.
Although human beings were naturally social they could still choose wrongly and if
they chose well it was because of divine grace and help. Strict justice would
condemn most persons to hell. Believing ill faith and in God's mercy Augustine
interpreted the Bible as denoting that God had chosen a small number of souls for
salvation through an unfathomable decree of predestination superior to any merit or
act historical persons might perform.
Augustine developed his theory of grace in course of a debate with the British monk
Pelagius. He held that God knew about Adam's sin. Moral evil in the world was a
result of a conscious decision to abuse free will. However, human history and society
would always contain ungovernable elements of conceit and desire that made
governments, even tyrannical governments necessary. It was with divine grace that
governments were instituted in order to ensure civil peace and order. In interpreting
Cicero's republican theory of government, Augustine contended that a just
commonwealth consisted of a rational multitude united" by a common love of God
rather than a common love of material wellbeing of the social order. Cicero's Rome
brought together people for material reasons rather than spiritual ones. For Augustine
a true state was a true church.
Augustine contended that .a secular state was a moral entity and that states could
choose to do what was morally right as well as what was morally wrong. The
Christians desirous of a secular state ought to assume responsibility for maintenance
of civil peace. They have duties towards the state and assume public responsibilities
including the need to fight a just war. A just war had to be fought in order to secure a
just state. Since no earthly state was entirely just it was not possible to realise a
Christian utopia in history.
Christianity while affirming equality among human beings loathed the female body
and looked upon the ideal woman as one who is chaste, modest, silent and obedient.
The early Christian texts "insisted that all persons father-husband, mother-wife,
children, and finally, slaves were to be maintained in a fixed, hierarchical social
order, all subordinated to each other and, finally, all were to be subject in fear to God
the Father and Lord (dominus meaning 'slave owner') as his children and slaves".
Within the Church, women not only occupied separate places from those of men and
were also ranked depending whether they were matrons, virgins, widows or young
girls. Gradually they were made to wear n veil as a symbol of submission to the
'head' of the household and God the Father. All these measures had one aim "a
purposefully imposed inconspicuousness and silence". Christianity placed
tremendous importance on virginity and was hostile to remarriage and divorce. It
glorified widowhood.

St. Augustine dismissed the female as inferior for her weaker body, which she would
be able to transcend in the universal community united in one's love for God. In The
City of God, lie divided human beings into two communities, one focusing on
(wo)man and the other on God. Like Cicero he defined the civitas as a group of men
joined in their agreement about the meaning of ius, right. While Cicero looked to the
republic of Rome as the expression of ius, for Augustine a community was unified
by love God or civitas dei or the love of self, civitas hominum. Both the civitates
were by citizens.
In the City of Men the individuals were concerned with this world. It was one of
deceit, ambition and vice, and one of slavery, hierarchy and repression. In the City of
God the individuals were concerned with their love for God and they aspired for
complete happiness. There was no need for political institutions for there was no
inequality and hierarchy, it was here that the female could become a part of a
community for when oriented towards God she became an equal to the male. When
identified with the body the female reflected carnality and was considered as sin.
Augustine emphasised virginity and chastity in sexual matters. He debarred widows
from remarrying. In marriage one succumbed to the temptations of one's soul and
was distracted from the love of God. Ideally marriage ought to be based on
continence. In the City of God when the soul found its spiritual meaning the female
had no functions within the households.
Augustine's theory helped subsequent ages to develop a doctrine of the Church as a
perfect society with powers necessary to any self-sufficient community regarding
property and governance. Implying in principle that it was not possible to attain
salvation outside the church Augustine roused support for the idea of papal
monarchy during the medieval times. Although he did not subscribe to the idea of
two distinct demarcated spheres-civil and ecclesiastical, yet his theory was used to
justify a two-sword theory of world rule, spiritual and temporal, pope and emperor.
He did not suppo11.tlie idea that the state ought to be subordinate to the church for
he viewed the state as a distinct institution. It was not a secular wing of the church
though the church could advise it. Theorists of the medieval ages developed these
arguments into a theory and practice of a theocratic state controlling law for spiritual
ends. Augustine's ideal corresponded with Plato's ideal of justice as outlined in the
Republic.

6.3

IBN KHALDUN

Ibn Khaldun (Abū Zayd ‘Abd ar-Raḥmān ibn Muḥammad ibn Khaldūn al-Ḥaḍramī,
27 May 1332 – 17 March 1406) was an Arab scholar of Islam, social scientist and
historian who has been described as the founder of the modern disciplines of
historiography, sociology, economics, and demography. Niccolò Machiavelli of the
Renaissance and the 19th-century European scholars widely acknowledged the

significance of his works and considered Ibn Khaldun to be one of the greatest
philosophers of the Middle Ages.
His best-known book, the Muqaddimah or Prolegomena ("Introduction"), which he
wrote in six months as he states in his autobiography, influenced 17th-century
Ottoman historians like Kâtip Çelebi, Ahmed Cevdet Pasha and Mustafa Naima,
who used its theories to analyze the growth and decline of the Ottoman Empire. Ibn
Khaldun interacted with Tamerlane, the founder of the Timurid Empire.

6.3.1 Family
Ibn Khaldun's life is relatively well-documented, as he wrote an autobiography at-Ta
ʻrīf biibn Khaldūn wa-Riḥlatih Gharban wa-Sharqan ("Presenting Ibn Khaldun and
his Journey West and East") in which numerous documents regarding his life are
quoted word-for-word.
Abdurahman bin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Al-Hasan bin
Jabir bin Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin Abdurahman bin Ibn Khaldun al-Hadrami,
generally known as "Ibn Khaldūn" after a remote ancestor, was born in Tunis in
1332 CE (732 AH) into an upper-class Andalusian family of Arab descent, the
family's ancestor was a Hadhrami who shared kinship with Waíl ibn Hujr, a
companion of the Islamic Prophet Muhammad. His family, which held many high
offices in Al-Andalus, had immigrated to Tunisia after the fall of Seville to the
Reconquista in 1248 CE. Under the Tunisian Hafsid dynasty, some of his family
held political office; his father and grandfather, however, withdrew from political
life and joined a mystical order. His brother, Yahya Khaldun, was also a historian
who wrote a book on the Abdalwadid dynasty and was assassinated by a rival for
being the official historiographer of the court.
In his autobiography, Khaldun traces his descent back to the time of Muhammad
through an Arab tribe from Yemen, specifically the Hadhramaut, which came to the
Iberian Peninsula in the 8th century, at the beginning of the Islamic conquest: "And
our ancestry is from Hadhramaut, from the Arabs of Yemen, via Wa'il ibn Hujr also
known as Hujr ibn 'Adi, from the best of the Arabs, well-known and respected".
However, the modern biographer Mohammad Enan questions Ibn Khaldun's words
and autobiography, and claims that his family may have been Muladis who
pretended to be of Arab origin to gain social status, even though it is well
documented that Ibn Khaldun's ancestors came from Yemen and then to AlAndalus.
Enan also mentions past old tradition that certain Berber groups delusively
"aggrandize" themselves with some Arab ancestry, the motive of such inventions
was always the desire for political and societal ascendancy. Some speculate that of
the Khaldun family and elaborate that Ibn Khaldun himself was the product of the
same Berber ancestry, even though he never mentioned any connections to the
Berbers. A point supporting that posits that his unusual focus on and admiration of
Maharlika Muslim Berbers reveals a deference towards them that is born of a vested

interest in preserving them in the realm of conscious history. Islamic scholar
Muhammad Hozien contends, "The false (Berber) identity would be valid however
at the time that Ibn Khaldun's ancestors left Andulsia and moved to Tunisia they did
not change their claim to Arab ancestry. Even in the times when Berbers were ruling,
the reigns of Almoravids and Almohads, the Ibn Khalduns did not reclaim their
Berber heritage". Khaldun's tracing of his own genealogy and surname are thought to
be the strongest indication of Arab Yemenite ancestry.

6.3.2 Education
His family's high rank enabled Ibn Khaldun to study with prominent teachers in
Maghreb. He received a classical Islamic education, studying the Quran, which he
memorized by heart, Arabic linguistics; the basis for understanding the Qur'an,
hadith, sharia (law) and fiqh (jurisprudence). He received certification (ijazah) for all
of those subjects. The mathematician and philosopher Al-Abili of Tlemcen
introduced him to mathematics, logic and philosophy, and he studied especially the
works of Averroes, Avicenna, Razi and Tusi. At the age of 17, Ibn Khaldūn lost both
his parents to the Black Death, an intercontinental epidemic of the plague that hit
Tunis in 1348–1349.
Following family tradition, he strove for a political career. In the face of a
tumultuous political situation in North Africa, that required a high degree of skill in
developing and dropping alliances prudently to avoid falling with the short-lived
regimes of the time. Ibn Khaldūn's autobiography is the story of an adventure, in
which he spends time in prison, reaches the highest offices and falls again into exile.

6.3.3 Works
Concerning the discipline of sociology, he described the dichotomy of sedentary life
versus nomadic life as well as the inevitable loss of power that occurs when warriors
conquer a city. According to the Arab scholar Sati' al-Husri, the Muqaddimah may
be read as a sociological work. The work is based around Ibn Khaldun's central
concept of 'asabiyyah, which has been translated as "social cohesion", "group
solidarity", or "tribalism". This social cohesion arises spontaneously in tribes and
other small kinship groups; it can be intensified and enlarged by a religious ideology.
Ibn Khaldun's analysis looks at how this cohesion carries groups to power but
contains within itself the seeds – psychological, sociological, economic, political –
of the group's downfall, to be replaced by a new group, dynasty or empire bound by
a stronger (or at least younger and more vigorous) cohesion. Some of Ibn Khaldun's
views, particularly those concerning the Zanj people of sub-Saharan Africa, have
been cited as racist, though they were not uncommon for their time. According to the
scholar Abdelmajid Hannoum, Ibn Khaldun's description of the distinctions between
Berbers and Arabs were misinterpreted by the translator William McGuckin de
Slane, who wrongly inserted a "racial ideology that sets Arabs and Berbers apart and

in opposition" into his translation of part of`Ibar translated under the title Histoire
des Berbères .
Perhaps the most frequently cited observation drawn from Ibn Khaldūn's work is the
notion that when a society becomes a great civilization, its high point is followed by
a period of decay. This means that the next cohesive group that conquers the
diminished civilization is, by comparison, a group of barbarians. Once the barbarians
solidify their control over the conquered society, however, they become attracted to
its more refined aspects, such as literacy and arts, and either assimilate into or
appropriate such cultural practices. Then, eventually, the former barbarians will be
conquered by a new set of barbarians, who will repeat the process.
Georgetown University Professor Ibrahim Oweiss, an economist and historian, states
that Schumpeter and David Hume both mention Khaldun’s labour theory of value,
though it is important to note that Khaldun did not refer to it as either a labour theory
of value or theory.
Ibn Khaldun outlines an early example of political economy. He describes the
economy as being composed of value-adding processes; that is, labour and skill is
added to techniques and crafts and the product is sold at a higher value. He also
made the distinction between "profit" and "sustenance", in modern political economy
terms, surplus and that required for the reproduction of classes respectively. He also
calls for the creation of a science to explain society and goes on to outline these ideas
in his major work, the Muqaddimah. In Al-Muqaddimah Khaldun states,
“Civilization and its well-being, as well as business prosperity, depend on
productivity and people’s efforts in all directions in their own interest and profit”.
Ibn Khaldun diverged from norms that Muslim historians followed and rejected their
focus on the credibility of the transmitter and focused instead on the validity of the
stories and encouraged critical thinking.
Ibn Khaldun also outlines early theories of division of labour, taxes, scarcity, and
economic growth. Khaldun was also one of the first to study the origin and causes of
poverty; he argued that poverty was a result of the destruction of morality and human
values. He also looked at what factors contribute to wealth such as consumption,
government, and investment—a precursor to our modern GDP-formula. Khaldun
also argued that poverty was not necessarily a result of poor financial decisionmaking but of external consequences and therefore the government should be
involved in alleviating poverty.
Ibn Khaldun also believed that the currency of an Islamic monetary system should
have intrinsic value and therefore be made of gold and silver (such as the dirham).
He emphasized that the weight and purity of these coins should be strictly followed:
the weight of one dinar should be one mithqal (the weight of 72 grains of barley,
roughly 4.25 grams) and the weight of 7 dinar should be equal to weight of 10
dirhams (7/10 of a mithqal or 2.96 grams).

Ibn Khaldun's epistemology attempted to reconcile mysticism with theology by
dividing science into two different categories, the religious science that regards the
sciences of the Qur'an and the non-religious science. He further classified the nonreligious sciences into intellectual sciences such as logic, arithmetic, geometry,
astronomy, etc. and auxiliary sciences such as language, literature, poetry, etc. He
also suggested that possibly more divisions will appear in the future with different
societies. He tried to adapt to all possible societies’ cultural behaviour and influence
in education, economics and politics. Nonetheless, he didn't think that laws were
chosen by just one leader or a small group of individual but mostly by the majority
of the individuals of a society.
To Ibn Khaldun, the state was a necessity of human society to restrain injustice
within the society, but the state means is force, thus itself an injustice. All societies
must have a state governing them in order to establish a society. He attempted to
standardize the history of societies by identifying ubiquitous phenomena present in
all societies. To him, civilization was a phenomenon that will be present as long as
humans exist. He characterized the fulfillment of basic needs as the beginning of
civilization. At the beginning, people will look for different ways of increasing
productivity of basic needs and expansion will occur. Later the society starts
becoming more sedentary and focuses more on crafting, arts and the more refined
characteristics. By the end of a society, it will weaken, allowing another small group
of individuals to come into control. The conquering group is described as an
unsatisfied group within the society itself or a group of desert bandits that constantly
attack other weaker or weakened societies.
In the Muqaddimah, his most important work, he discusses an introduction of
philosophy to history in a general manner, based on observable patterns within a
theoretical framework of known historical events of his time. He described the
beginnings, development, cultural trends and the fall of all societies, leading to the
rise of a new society which would then follow the same trends in a continuous cycle.
Also, he recommended the best political approaches to develop a society according
to his knowledge of history. He heavily emphasized that a good society would be
one in which a tradition of education is deeply rooted in its culture. Ibn Khaldun
introduced word asabiya (solidarity, group feeling, or group consciousness), to
explain tribalism. The concept of asabiya has been translated as "social cohesion,"
"group solidarity," or "tribalism." This social cohesion arises spontaneously in tribes
and other small kinship groups.
Ibn Khaldun believed that too much bureaucracy, such as taxes and legislations,
would lead to the decline of a society, since it would constrain the development of
more specialized labour (increase in scholars and development of different services).
He believed that bureaucrats cannot understand the world of commerce and do not
possess the same motivation as a businessman. In his work the Muqaddimah, Ibn
Khaldun emphasizes human beings' faculty to think (fikr) as what determines human
behaviour and ubiquitous patterns. This faculty is also what inspires human beings to

form into a social structure to co-operate in division of labour and organization.
According to Zaid Ahmand in Epistemology and the Human Dimension in Urban
Studies, the fikr faculty is the supporting pillar for all philosophical aspects of Ibn
Khaldun's theory related to human beings’ spiritual, intellectual, physical, social and
political tendencies.
Another important concept he emphasizes in his work is the mastery of crafts, habits
and skills. These takes place after a society is established and according to Ibn
Khaldun the level of achievement of a society can be determined by just analyzing
these three concepts. A society in its earliest stages is nomadic and primarily
concerned with survival, while a society at a later stage is sedentary, with greater
achievement in crafts. A society with a sedentary culture and stable politics would be
expected to have greater achievements in crafts and technology. Ibn Khaldun also
emphasized in his epistemology the important aspect that educational tradition plays
to ensure the new generations of a civilization continuously improve in the sciences
and develop culture. Ibn Khaldun argued that without the strong establishment of an
educational tradition, it would be very difficult for the new generations to maintain
the achievements of the earlier generations, let alone improve them.
Another way to distinguish the achievement of a society would be the language of a
society, since for him the most important element of a society would not be land, but
the language spoken. He was surprised that many non-Arabs were really successful
in the Arabic society, had good jobs and were well received by the community.
"These people were non-Arab by descent, but they grew up among the Arabs who
possessed the habit of Arabic", Ibn Khaldun once recalled, "because of this, they
were able to master Arabic so well that they cannot be surpassed". He believed that
the reason why non-Arabs were accepted as part of Arab society was due to their
mastery of the Arabic language.
Advancements in literary works such as poems and prose were another way to
distinguish the achievement of a civilization, but Ibn Khaldun believed that
whenever the literary facet of a society reaches its highest levels it ceases to indicate
societal achievements anymore, but is an embellishment of life. For logical sciences
he established knowledge at its highest level as an increase of scholars and the
quality of knowledge. For him the highest level of literary productions would be the
manifestation of prose, poems and the artistic enrichment of a society.
From other sources we know of several other works, primarily composed during the
time he spent in North Africa and Al-Andalus. His first book, Lubābu l-Muhassal, a
commentary on the Islamic theology of Fakhr alDin al-Razi, was written at the age
of 19 under the supervision of his teacher al-Ābilī in Tunis. A work on Sufism,
Shifā'u l-Sā'il, was composed around 1373 in Fes, Morocco. Whilst at the court of
Muhammed V, Sultan of Granada, Ibn Khaldūn composed a work on logic, ʻallaqa
li-s-Sulṭān.

6.3.4 Ibn Khaldun's Influence
Egypt: Ibn Khaldun's historical method had very few precedents or followers in his
time. While Ibn Khaldun is known to have been a successful lecturer on
jurisprudence within religious sciences, only very few of his students were aware of,
and influenced by, his Muqaddimah. One such student, Al-Maqrizi, praised the
Muqaddimah, although some scholars have found his praise, and that of others, to be
generally empty and lacking understanding of Ibn Khaldun's methods.
Ibn Khaldun also faced primarily criticism from his contemporaries, particularly Ibn
Hajar al-`Asqalani. These criticisms included accusations of inadequate historical
knowledge, an inaccurate title, disorganization, and a style resembling that of the
prolific Arab literature writer, Al-Jahiz. Al-Asqalani also noted that Ibn Khaldun was
not well-liked in Egypt because he opposed many respected traditions, including the
traditional judicial dress, and suggested that this may have contributed to the
reception of Ibn Khaldun's historical works. The notable exception to this consensus
was Ibn al-Azraq, a jurist who lived shortly after Ibn Khaldun and quoted heavily
from the first and fourth books of the Kitab al-‘Ibar, in developing a work of mirrors
for princes.
Ottoman Empire: Ibn Khaldun's work found some recognition with Ottoman
intellectuals in the 17th century. The first references to Ibn Khaldun in Ottoman
writings appeared in the middle of the 17th century, with historians such as Kâtip
Çelebi naming him as a great influence, while another Turkish Ottoman historian,
Mustafa Naima, attempted to use Ibn Khaldun's cyclical theory of the rise and fall of
empires to describe the Ottoman Empire. Increasing perceptions of the decline of the
Ottoman Empire also caused similar ideas to appear independently of Ibn Khaldun in
the 16th century, and may explain some of the influence of his works.
Europe: In Europe, Ibn Khaldun was first brought to the attention of the Western
world in 1697, when a biography of him appeared in Barthélemy d'Herbelot de
Molainville's Bibliothèque Orientale. However, some scholars believe that Ibn
Khaldun's work may have first been introduced to Europe via Ibn Arabshah's
biography of Tamerlane, translated to Latin, which covers a meeting between Ibn
Khaldun and Tamerlane.According to Ibn Arabshah, during this meeting, Ibn
Khaldun and Tamerlane discussed the Maghrib in depth, as well as Tamerlane's
genealogy and place in history. Ibn Khaldun began gaining more attention from
1806, when Silvestre de Sacy's Chrestomathie Arabe included his biography together
with a translation of parts of the Muqaddimah as the Prolegomena. In 1816, de Sacy
again published a biography with a more detailed description on the Prolegomena.
More details on and partial translations of the Prolegomena emerged over the years
until the complete Arabic edition was published in 1858. Since then, the work of Ibn
Khaldun has been extensively studied in the Western world with special interest.

Early European works on Ibn Khaldun were heavily affected by colonial influences
and orientalism, as many sociologists considered North Africa to be unworthy of
studying in the 19th century. Additionally, many sociologists viewed Ibn Khaldun as
the only North African sociologist worth studying. Reynold A. Nicholson praised
Ibn Khaldun as a uniquely brilliant Muslim sociologist, but discounted Khaldun's
influence. Spanish Philosopher José Ortega y Gasset viewed the conflicts of North
Africa as a problem that stemmed from a lack of African thought, and praised Ibn
Khaldun for making sense of the conflict by simplifying it to the relationship
between the nomadic and sedentary modes of life.
Ibn Khaldun's contributions to economics were ignored by historians like Joseph
Schumpeter, who wrote that "we may safely leap over 500 years to the epoch of St
Thomas Aquinas" as late as 1954. While Ibn Khaldun lived after St Thomas
Aquinas, Schumpeter makes only passing references to Khaldun, and excludes
Khaldun's predecessors. However, modern historians have recognized the
contributions of Ibn Khaldun and many of his predecessors.
Modern historians: Some modern historians have also been complimentary in their
analysis of Ibn Khaldun's works, and acknowledgement of his contemporaries or
standing compared to European scholars is increasingly common. Influential British
historian and international affairs specialist Arnold J. Toynbee has called Ibn
Khaldun's Muqaddimah "the greatest work of its kind". Ernest Gellner, once a
professor of philosophy and logic at the London School of Economics, considered
Khaldun's definition of government the best in the history of political theory.
More moderate views on the scope of Ibn Khaldun's contributions have also
emerged. Arthur Laffer, for whom the Laffer curve is named, acknowledged that Ibn
Khaldun's ideas, as well as others, precede his own work on that curve. A focus on
understanding the nuances of Ibn Khaldun's contributions is present, with scholars
commenting on the specifics of Khaldun's work, such as "Ibn Khaldun chose to
ignore all those crafts which are neither necessary...nor honourable" and that Ibn
Khaldun "depicts what really happens. ... he does not discuss whether the state
ought, or ought not, to interfere".
As a historian and sociologist, Ibn Khaldun was recognized by the British
philosopher Robert Flint, who wrote: "as a theorist of history he had no equal in any
age or country until Vico appeared, more than three hundred years later. Plato,
Aristotle, and Augustine were not his peers, and all others were unworthy of being
even mentioned along with him". Ibn Khaldun's work on evolution of societies also
influenced Egon Orowan, who termed the concept of socionomy. While Ibn
Khaldun's record-keeping is usually passed over in favour of recognizing his
contributions to the science of history, Abderrahmane Lakhsassi wrote "No historian
of the Maghreb since and particularly of the Berbers can do without his historical
contribution."

Public recognition: Public recognition of Ibn Khaldun has increased in recent years.
In 2004, the Tunisian Community Center launched the first Ibn Khaldun Award to
recognize a Tunisian/American high achiever whose work reflects Ibn Khaldun's
ideas of kinship and solidarity. The Award was named after Ibn Khaldun for the
convergence of his ideas with the organization's objectives and programs. In 2006,
the Atlas Economic Research Foundation launched an annual essay contest for
students named in Ibn Khaldun's honour. The theme of the contest is "how
individuals, think tanks, universities and entrepreneurs can influence government
policies to allow the free market to flourish and improve the lives of its citizens
based on Islamic teachings and traditions". In 2006, Spain commemorated the 600th
anniversary of the death of Ibn Khaldun by orchestrating an exhibit titled "Encounter
of Civilizations: Ibn Khaldun". In 2011, Ibn Khaldun's birthday was recognized by a
Google Doodle, which was publicized in North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.
In 2007, İbn Haldun Üniversitesi has opened in Istanbul, Turkey to commemorate
his name. The university promotes a policy of trilingualism. The languages in
question are English, Modern Turkish, and Arabic and its emphasis is on teaching
social sciences.
In 1981, the President of the United States, Ronald Reagan, cited Ibn Khaldun as an
influence on his supply-side economic policies, also known as Reaganomics. He
paraphrased Ibn Khaldun, who said that "in the beginning of the dynasty, great tax
revenues were gained from small assessments," and that "at the end of the dynasty,
small tax revenues were gained from large assessments." Reagan said his goal is
"trying to get down to the small assessments and the great revenues".
Check Your Progress
1. Write a note on Civitas Dei versus Civites Terrena
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Discuss Ibn Khaldun's influence on different historical writings.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

6.4

LET US SUM UP

St. Augustine was the greatest Christian philosopher of the early middle ages and St.
Thomas Aquinas of the late medieval period in Europe. St. Augustine reinterpreted
and transformed the tradition of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero and Plotinus with the idea of
dual nature of man with a body and soul, both of which should be given equal
importance. Though he did not regard the state as natural, it did not imply that there
is no moral duty of political obedience on part of the citizens.
The introductory volume of a universal history reveals Khaldūn’s ideas about
history—something chroniclers hardly ever did. The subjects Khaldūn considered in
his work include historical method, geography, culture, economics, public finance,
population, society and state, religion and politics, and the social context of
knowledge. Khaldūn held high office and was often exiled or imprisoned. Late in his
life he had the opportunity to discuss history with the Mongol emperor Timur the
Lame, who was besieging Damascus.

6.5

KEY WORDS

Dominus : slave owner.
Epistemology : the theory of knowledge, especially with regard to its methods,
validity, and scope, and the distinction between justified belief
and opinion.
Inquisitionists : any harsh, difficult, or prolonged questioning.
Manichaeanism : a religion founded by Manes in the third century
Mithqal : is a unit of mass equal to 4.25 grams which is mostly used for measuring
precious metals, such as gold.

6.6

ANSWER TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS EXERCISES

Check Your Progress
1. See Sub-Section 6.2.2
2. See Sub-Section 6.3.4
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